FULL RANGE OF SERVICES FOR THE DELIVERY

VL LOGISTIC
Towards the whole world!
VL Logistic is an international freight forwarding company, established over 20 years, fully licensed for trucking, air, rail and ocean freight shipping.

VL Logistic has developed a deep expertise in several key shipping niches:

- global intermodal freight forwarding
- long-haul freight transportation
- groupage freight transportation
- last-mile delivery
- contractual logistics: supply chain management and warehousing
- operating as agent for ocean’s line in VVO, VIP, VPO and Pacific
The head office of the company is located in Vladivostok.

The annual turnover of VL Logistic is more than 5 billion ₽.
2 050 TEU

350 declarations

1 000 TEU

15 000 m³

300+ trips by road
We develop our own advanced technologies in cargo transportation:

- ✔ transportation of heavy loads in universal transport modules
- ✔ bulk cargo transportation in liners
- ✔ transportation of liquid cargo in flexitanks
We will deliver your cargo around the world!

WE CARRY OUT CONTAINER AND GROUPAGE TRANSPORTATIONS:

• Import
• Export
• Transit
• Temporary import and export
• Customs clearance
• Forwarding in the ports of the Far East, St. Petersburg, Novorossiysk

CUSTOMER CARE:

VL Logistic provides clients with expertise in shipping by any transport (sea, rail, motor, air) within Russia and worldwide, storage and handling at regional warehouses all over Russia to optimize clients’ shipping costs.
License of the customs representative

We have our own warehouses, vehicle and container fleet

Bank guarantee for 1.5 million €

Staff of high qualified employees

Serving all supply chains

Special conditions for cooperation with suppliers of services

WE PROVIDE A FULL COMPLEX OF LOGISTICS SERVICES
Our company can represent your interests in all ports of the Far East

01
Staffs allocated in all container terminals of the Russian Far East (20 employees of operations department)

02
The head office is located in the capital of the Russian Far East – Vladivostok

03
VL Logistic is accredited in all of the ports Vladivostok (VFP, VVO, Sollers, VMPP, Dalzavod, etc.) and in the port Vostochniy (VYP)

04
Personal accounts in all of the ports presented allowing the electronic document exchange

05
Deeply experienced in forwarding of quarantine requiring production
VL Logistic has a network of representative offices and warehouses throughout Russia.
Members of the Freight Forwarders and Logistics Experts Association of the Russia Federation.

We work with FIATA bill of landings.

Customs representative certificate.

Official customs carrier certificate.

Member of ASMAP.
VL LOGISTIC IS YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

www.vl-logistic.ru
Instagram - @vllogistic

8 (800) 100 03 65